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Dear CDS Project Team,

Submission to Victoria’s Container Deposit Scheme: Discussion Paper
Geelong Sustainability welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the proposed model for the longawaited, new Container Deposit Scheme.

About us
Geelong Sustainability (GS) is a dynamic non-partisan, not-for-profit, volunteer-led incorporated
community association and registered charity. Our mission is to empower people to regenerate and
protect the planet. Our activities are guided by the UN Sustainable Development Goals, in particular #13
Climate action, #7 Affordable renewable energy, #11 Sustainable cities and communities and #12
Sustainable consumption and production.
Since our establishment in 2007, we have become the region’s leading sustainability group with extensive
networks in community, government and business throughout Geelong and the Barwon region. We have
230+ financial members, more than 3,500 subscribers and a social media reach of more than 6,000
people. We are recognised for our evidence-based innovative projects, which educate and support our
community’s transition to a low carbon circular economy. Since 2017 our War on Waste action group has
campaigned for stronger legislation, innovative solutions and community education.
The ABC TV Series, War on Waste and Fight for Planet A have raised public awareness that we cannot
continue the thoughtless consumption of our finite natural resources. Recognising that waste and
recycling were issues affecting everyone, in 2017 GS established a War on Waste (WoW) action group.
Our group has been running community engagement activities and provided waste-against-waste services
at local events and music festivals. We have found that while the public is generally willing to do the right
thing, there is considerable confusion and distrust.
We have campaigned for stronger legislation and innovative solutions to all levels of government. We
have engaged with our community to educate them to recycle correctly and to waste less. As a member
of the Plastic-free Victoria Alliance, we fully support their mission and the MAV (Municipal Association of
Victoria) Rescue Our Recycling action plan. We have collaborated with the Barwon South West Waste and
Resource Recovery Group on numerous projects including an interactive zero waste directory.
We know that waste volumes and plastic pollution are urgent environmental problems. We believe that
everyone (all levels of government plus business and the community) must share the responsibility to
design, use and dispose of products and packaging in a way that is equitable, reflects the true cost of
disposal and aligns with the waste hierarchy. It was never a sustainable or ethical solution to ship our
waste overseas. There is no away!

General comments


We have long campaigned for the introduction of a container deposit scheme in Victoria.
Consequently, we support the overall model proposed in the discussion paper.



We support the transition to four-bin household recycling system as it’s important to separate
glass from paper streams and vital to get food waste out of landfill.



We agree that the provision of recycling and waste services are an essential service. In a separate
recent submission, we responded positively regarding the need to establish a new dedicated
waste and recycling Act and Authority. Although we always flagged the need for regional bodies
to continue the work of the WRRGs with councils, industry and the community.



We urge the Government to consider ways to speed up the implementation of the scheme. While
we understand the need to enter contracts and put infrastructure in place, Victorians have been
waiting so long for a VIC CDS, we worry that during the long implementation phase that beverage

producers will seek to water down or further delay the scheme - as they have done many times
before.


One option for an earlier rollout could be by implementing several pilot sites ahead of a statewide
commencement. Greater Geelong would be an ideal pilot location. Since the collapse of SKM
Recycling, our region is doesn’t have a materials recovery facility (MRF) that can process kerbside
recycling and we desperately need recycling infrastructure. The Geelong community is actively
engaged in the War on Waste and would welcome being in the scheme’s pilot.

Summary of suggested improvements
Key improvements proposed in our submission are outlined below and discussed in more detail later.


Create a clearer plan for how the scheme will ‘strive for circularity’
That is, design the scheme so that it creates incentives for beverage producers to create
containers from recycled materials.



Consider extending the scheme to include other items which can be recycled but tend
to end up as litter or in landfill
Including high waste items (such as takeaway coffee cups and fast food containers) would
motivate the industry to innovate and switch to containers which are either reusable or recyclable
at the kerbside.



Allow the Government to continually push for better practice
The Government should have the ability to adjust incentives over time to encourage producers to
create less waste, reward recyclers who innovate and adjust the scheme parameters to keep up
with market changes (such as new types of containers, or different patterns of littering).



Allow the 10 cent refund rate to operate as a price floor rather than a ceiling
This approach would enable recyclers to pay greater refunds if they choose to.

Responses to consultation questions
1. Do you agree with the objectives of Victoria’s container deposit scheme?
Geelong Sustainability supports the objectives of the container deposit scheme. However we are
interested to fully understand how the scheme will:



achieve true circularity by ensuring recycled containers are processed into new containers
(objective 1); and
ensure a continuous improvement approach to design (objective 3).

Circularity
We do not see anything in the scheme’s proposed structure that will require or even encourage,
producers to make their containers out of recycled materials. We recommend that the Victorian
Government adjusts the scheme so that there are incentives for producers to make their containers from
recycled products.


For example, require producers to pay an increased fee to fund the scheme if they fail to use a
minimum amount of recycled material in their containers. We are aware that these increased fees
would be passed onto consumers as higher prices but we think this is a good outcome as it will
reduce the competitiveness of producers who fail to take responsibility for the waste they create.



Create incentives for producers to use recycled products:
o

o


Reduce fees for producers who use a high amount of recycled material in their containers.
These reduced fees would represent a loss to the scheme that would need to be made up
through income from elsewhere. Options for recovering this income include charging
increased fees for producers who fail to meet benchmarks for use of recycled material in
their products; interest on the initial float (discussed at question 6 below);
Establish a trust mark on packages that indicates to consumers that these producers are
using a high amount of recycled material.

As beverage items are produced for consumption centrally and distributed nationally it is
impossible to track where items are made, recycled and repurposed. However as now all states
are involved in CDS in some form, perhaps there can be a national coalition of scheme regulators
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to standardise percentages of recycled materials and work to ensure increasing levels of
circularity over time.

Best Practice
We support the objectives of relating to ‘a continuous improvement approach’ and ‘responding to
changing market conditions’. However we cannot see in the scheme design how this will be achieved.
We recommend the scheme should be designed to enable the Victorian Government some flexibility:




To adjust the scheme contribution payable by beverage suppliers, and the income available to the
scheme coordinator and network operators. This will allow the Government to increase incentives
over time to respond to market changes and encourage changes to behaviour of participants in
line with the objectives of the scheme.
To change the list of eligible containers to keep up with market changes (eg. new types of
containers or changes in litter patterns).

One option for allowing this could be to ensure governing legislation or regulations explicitly give the
responsible Department or Minister power to adjust certain parameters (such as fees for operators, the
list of eligible containers and refund amounts) without Parliament’s approval. Governing legislation or
regulation could also require certain parameters be reviewed on a regular basis (eg. every 3 or 5 years).
2. What do you see as the risks and benefits of each of these scheme administration options
for Victoria?
While we see the argument for the scheme coordinator to be an industry-operated body, close
connections between the beverage industry and the coordinator creates the possibility of conflicts of
interest which must be controlled. This is especially the case if the coordinator is allocating scheme costs
to beverage producers (discussion paper, page 13) or if the coordinator has the ability to adjust fees paid
by producers to create incentives for waste reduction (as we have argued in this submission).
We recommend that the Government provide more information on how possible conflicts of interest can
be managed under an industry run coordinator.

3. Is the proposed model the right one for Victoria?
We are comfortable with the proposed model, but we make the following recommendations:


The scheme design should allow the Government control to adjust key parameters of the scheme,
as discussed in our answer to question 1 (under ‘Best Practice’);



We believe the Government should contract with multiple network operators to encourage:
o

o

o

competition between operators, both in terms of convenience, service delivery, and amount
of refund paid (this is discussed further below in our response regarding the 10 cent refund
amount);
operators with the ability to recycle products which need specialised processes, such as
disposable coffee cups (noting our response below on which containers should be included in
the scheme);
local responses, and a willingness of operators to partner with local community organisations
to further the objectives of the scheme.

4. What model of funding should Victoria’s CDS adopt?
It is difficult to answer this question as the discussion paper does not go into detail about financial
arrangements apart from the 10 cent refund figure. For example, there is no explanation of:





the amount of the scheme contribution to be paid by beverage producers, how this is to be
calculated and how it will be enforced
what incentives exist for industry (if any) to reduce waste or use more recycled material in their
packaging
how much of the scheme contribution will be directed (on average) to the scheme coordinator,
network operators, and consumer refunds
how the scheme coordinator will decide how much to pay network operators, and whether they
have discretion over particular points
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what types of margins will be available to network operators and whether this is enough to allow
operators to invest in innovative approaches to collecting and recycling.

We recommend that the Victorian Government provide more detail on the financial design of the
scheme when summarising its response to community feedback.
5. How should the float for the initial start-up of the scheme be designed?
We agree that the Victorian Government should provide funding for an initial float. However we believe
this float can be framed as an investment, which the scheme repays with interest and funds ongoing
projects and communication activities.
6. How do you think scheme participant responsibilities should be set to promote
achievement of scheme objectives?
We are broadly comfortable with the proposed responsibilities for scheme participants, but make the
following comments:



As discussed above, there is potential for conflicts of interest to arise if an industry operated
scheme coordinator is determining the scheme contributions payable by beverage producers. The
Government should provide more detail on how these potential conflicts will be controlled;
The scheme should more clearly assign responsibility to beverage producers to reduce waste and
deliver circularity by using recycled material in their packaging. The scheme should be designed in
such a way to offer incentives for producers who meet these responsibilities.

7. What is your view on the best way to promote convenience in a CDS?
We have addressed this point in response to question 10 below (on the most convenient locations for
returning containers).

8. How best can retailers engage with the proposed scheme? Please select all that are relevant.






Providing over the counter-drop off services
Integrating Automated Reverse-Vending Machines (RVMs) on premises
Utilising car-park space for separate depot area
No engagement with scheme
Other (please specify)

No response

9. How can community organisations such as charities and sports clubs, best participate in
Victoria’s CDS? Please select all that are relevant.






By building and operating refund collection points themselves
By hosting refund collection points that are built and operated by commercial recyclers
By doing a bulk collection of containers to take to a local collection point
By registering with the scheme as a nominated charity that is eligible to receive electronic funds
donations through Automated Reverse Vending Machines
Through mobile or ‘pop-up’ refund points as part of community fund-raising drives

All of these options should be available as different options will suit different materials and organisations.
However, Geelong Sustainability will benefit most from:



Registering as a nominated charity which is eligible to receive donations: our organisational
objectives are likely to be aligned with the motivations of people who return containers and are
willing to donate the refund.
Through mobile or ‘pop-up’ refund points: we could organise events that serve both as litter
collection and fundraiser drives at festivals, farmers markets, and at holiday destinations.
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10. Which types of location/s would you find the easiest to return eligible beverage
containers to? Please select all that are relevant, and rank these from most preferred at the top to least
preferred.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Supermarket
Local retail outlet e.g. newsagency or convenience store
Shopping centre
Industrial/commercial area
Waste transfer station
Home pick up service (for fee)

We support all of these locations as part of a wide variety of options. However we consider that none of
the options listed facilitate the objectives of controlling litter or reducing waste - they all assume that
people are picking up litter from parks, playgrounds, streets, holding onto it for a time and later returning
it to a separate location. This is inconvenient and unlikely to change consumer behaviour, particularly if
the reward for holding onto a few bottles from a picnic is less than a dollar.
We believe it is more useful to start by considering where people are when they consume a beverage in
an eligible container, and how to allow returns at the same place. This would lead us to options like:






Sporting grounds, parks, playgrounds, barbecue and picnic areas, beaches
Shopping strips and centres where people are buying food and drinks
Offices and large workplaces - we note that disposable coffee cups are increasingly collected in
office lunchrooms
Train, bus and tram stations
Anywhere where people are likely to find a vending machine selling drinks.

We also encourage more consideration of collection points for rural and remote areas. For example, most
small towns will have petrol stations and post offices. As a federal government body and essential service
provider Australia Post could become a stakeholder in a nationally aligned set of CDS schemes.
Chain petrol stations should also be an obvious choice. Large petrol chains have nationwide reach across
metro, rural and remote areas and are necessarily placed in convenient locations. Moreover, petrol
stations are a large scale distributor of eligible containers and could be convinced to host return points in
recognition of their responsibility for selling products that end up in landfill or litter.

11. How far do you normally travel for shopping, sporting, work or other regular activities?
No response

12. What mix of refund collection point infrastructure will achieve the highest redemption
rates?
Geelong Sustainability believes that there should not be any restrictions on how collection points are
designed - we support all options discussed in the paper as a spread of options will suit different
circumstances. In our view, it is more important to ensure the CDS is designed in such a way that rewards
network operators who are innovative, competitive and respond to the needs of the community. This can
be done by designing a scheme which:




contracts multiple operators, including smaller specialised operators and not only larger providers;
allows operators to compete on price. That is - to choose to pay more than 10 cents per container
in refunds if they choose (see our answer to question 15 for more discussion on this point);
encourages and rewards network operators who come up with innovative ways to reduce waste
going to landfill and encourage circularity.

13. How would you like to receive your refunds for containers?
While we understand this question is directed at individuals, our comments are as follows:



Access to all options should be available to encourage people to collect and return containers for
refund;
It will be important to offer an electronic payment, given the amount payable for individual
containers is low, and it is becoming rarer that people carry cash; and
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We support the option to direct refunds to local community organisations. This is both because
this is a possible revenue stream for volunteer-run organisations like ours, but also because it will
encourage community groups to run collection drives, which will increase rates of recycling and
reduce containers going to landfill.

14. How can employment opportunities for Victorians be encouraged through the scheme?





Direct employment via community-run refund collection points
Employment and training partnerships with commercial recyclers
Employment and training partnerships with beverage manufacturers
All

All of the options above could encourage employment. From a community sector perspective, we note
that community run collection points could be used to offer employment to groups who are underrepresented in the workplace, such as people with disabilities.

15. Do you support national consistency on the proposed refund amount of 10 cents? Do you
have any comments on the proposed refund amount of 10 cents?
Geelong Sustainability has no objection to requiring a minimum 10 cent refund per container. However
we believe that recyclers should be able to offer higher refunds if they choose. The consultation paper
states that the proposed scheme is designed to create incentives for network operators (ie, recyclers) to
maximise the number of containers that are returned. Therefore it seems incongruous that recyclers
should not be able to offer higher refunds, given this is one of the factors that may be most effective in
promoting returns.
There are many reasons why recyclers might offer a refund higher than the 10 cent benchmark:








They have found efficiencies in their process that lower operating costs and can afford to pass on
the savings in the form of a higher refund. This increases the likelihood that people choose to
return their containers to them rather than a competitor, which in turn means that the recycler
grows their business.
A recycler may offer a standard 10 cent refund for containers returned to collection points in the
community but a higher refund if containers are dropped off direct to their depot, as this reduces
costs for the recycler.
A recycler may offer a higher amount for certain types of containers that are made of more
valuable materials or can be recycled and sold at lower cost. This would encourage people to
drop these higher value containers with the higher paying company, and not its competitors.
A recycler may enter deals with businesses (eg. restaurants) or community groups (eg. sporting
clubs) which collect high volumes of containers and pay slightly higher rates in return for deposits
of a certain volume.
One-off arrangements between a recycler and a community group for a mutually beneficial
collection drive. This could raise money for the community group and bring extra volume (and
profile) for the recycler.
Other kinds of special offers that businesses in any competitive market would run. For example,
special prices to prompt extra business during ‘slow’ periods, or short term specials in high activity
periods (eg. grand final weekend) to attract business away from a competitor.

All of these scenarios rely on the Victorian Government being willing to contract with multiple network
operators, support innovation in approach by recyclers, and allow recyclers to offer refunds above 10
cents if they choose. We feel there is nothing to lose in allowing higher refunds, and much to gain. Over
time, if recyclers are exposed to competitive pressure and they can offer higher refunds, they will. This
will drive up refunds (if nothing else, keeping pace with inflation), prompting more returns and less waste.

16. Do you support Victoria’s position on creating a national consistent refund mark to be
used by all states and territories? Do you have any comments on creating a nationally
consistent refund mark to be used by all states and territories?
Geelong Sustainability supports a nationally consistent refund mark. The more labelling is standardised
the better for consumers as confusion continues to inhibit recycling rates and compounds contamination.
We agree that there are efficiencies for providers and governments in consistency.
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Further, we do not think that a nationally consistent refund mark is an obstacle to accepting our
recommendation to allow recyclers to pay refunds of more than 10 cents. Nobody will be disappointed if
their container promises a 10 cent refund and the recycler ends up paying more. Alternatively, it would
be simple to change the refund mark in future to say that a refund of ‘at least’ 10 cents is available.

17. Do you support containers included that are consistent with other states and territories
and targeting those items that are commonly littered?
We support Victoria providing per-container refunds for the containers listed on page 18 of the discussion
paper. However we think Victoria could go further and also offer refunds on many other types of
recyclable waste containers.

Containers eligible for a per-container refund
We agree that the containers listed on page 18 of the consultation paper should receive refunds. More
broadly, we support the underlying approach that eligibility for per-container refunds should be based on
evidence about which containers could be recycled but still tend to end up as litter or in landfill. Currently
milk cartons and juice boxes made from Tetra Pak are not recyclable and go to landfill, which is a huge
waste issue.
However we recommend,


that the governing legislation or regulation should require that certain parameters of the scheme
should be reviewed regularly (perhaps every 3 - 5 years). This should include review of which
products should be eligible for refund; and



that the Government should clarify which ‘cartons’ are eligible for refund - page 18 of the
discussion paper is unclear on this point.

Paying refunds for additional products
We recommend that the Victorian Government should extend the scheme to also cover other waste
products that can be recycled but often end up as litter or landfill. In particular this could include:
 Disposable coffee cups and beverage containers
 Disposable food containers from fast food stores and take away stores
 Soft plastics.
There are many good reasons for extending the scheme to these kinds of products:


Clear alignment with the stated objectives of the scheme, including: getting recyclable
containers and packaging out of litter and landfill; extending producer responsibility for waste;
responding to market conditions (eg. the enormous popularity of disposable coffee cups); and
stimulating more recycling jobs than a traditional CDS.



Support, reward and spread existing industry leadership. 7-11 has partnered with
recycling company Simply Cups to recycle disposable coffee cups and encourage more use of
reusables. Aldi has committed to a number of goals around removing single use plastic products
from their stores, and transitioning away from plastic packaging in their products. Coles and
Woolworths partner with RedCycle to provide collection points for soft plastics which can then be
recycled. The CDS could be designed to recognise voluntary initiatives of businesses and reduce
their financial obligations to the CDS accordingly - prompting businesses to start reducing their
waste even before the scheme rolls out.



Refunds may not be able to be offered on a per-container basis, but could still be
offered. Disposable coffee and fast food cups, and soft plastic could all be refunded based on
weight.



This element of the CDS could be funded exclusively by companies with a national or
multinational footprint, exempting small business. This element of the scheme could be
easily targeted so that only big businesses (who are sophisticated enough to manage engagement
with the scheme and who should be held responsible for the waste they create) would be
required to take part. That is, fast food and coffee companies with national or multinational
footprint, and major supermarkets. Involvement of large players will be enough to fund this
element of the refund scheme, stimulate recycling capacity, reduce litter and - most importantly drive a culture change away from disposable packaging in all businesses.
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Establish Victoria as a leader by recognising that the principles behind the CDS model can be
applied beyond the traditional suite of containers offered in other jurisdictions.

18. How can the Victorian Government best support material recovery facilities and councils
to determine revenue sharing arrangements for beverage containers collected through the
kerbside recycling system?
We recommend that:



revenue from containers collected through kerbside should be split evenly between councils and
MRFs; but
revenue directed to councils should be dedicated to recycling or waste reduction initiatives (ie.
directed to achieving the objectives of the scheme) not directed to a council’s general revenue.

Eligible containers collected through kerbside collections represent a windfall gain for the scheme containers on which a refund is payable but does not need to be paid. This windfall should be directed
back into meeting the objectives of the scheme.
With this principle in mind, we recommend splitting revenue from containers collected at the kerbside
equally between councils and MRFs. Directing some of this revenue to MRFs will help recyclers grow and
innovate their businesses and hire more workers. Funding directed to councils can help fund further
recycling or waste reduction initiatives.
However, it is important that council revenue from this source should be directed to waste reduction or
recycling initiatives, or otherwise supporting the objectives of the CDS. This revenue is created by the
CDS (and paid for by beverage producers) for the purposes of the scheme. We expect producers would
rightly seek reimbursement of some of the funding they provide for the scheme if it was being used for
general council purposes instead of for recycling and waste reduction.

19. What considerations should be given when planning for Victoria’s CDS infrastructure?
No response.

20. What information or explanatory material will be most useful to help you/your business
participate in Victoria’s CDS?
Geelong Sustainability will like materials:



which help community groups spread the word about the CDS and prompts participation within
our community; and
which explain how community groups can use the CDS to raise donations or partner with network
operators in collection campaigns.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the proposed CDS. We would be happy to discuss
this submission with you further, if you have questions. You can see the range of our Zero waste
activities at: www.geelongsustainability.org.au/war-on-waste/. If Geelong is selected as a pilot location,
we’d be keen to assist with the community awareness and educational activities.
Yours sincerely,

Vicki Perrett, President, Geelong Sustainability Group Inc.
m: 0425 802 116 e: vicki@geelongsustainability.org.au w: www.geelongsustainability.org.au
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